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Joyce Turner 

I visited the centre on Monday and Friday on Monday I arrived at 12md and left the 

centre at 20.00hrs ,on Friday it was a much shorter visit 14.00hrs -1700hrs 

Once again lots of old problems already dealt with in previous months but needs 

refreshing may be due to new officers joining the work force 

On both days the weather was good ,detainees made good use of outside activities 

after attending various indoors classes ,there was a general relaxed mood around the 

centre 

ARUN WING 3Applications 2ACDTs 

There was one food refusal detainee whom I visited he told me he is drinking lots of 

tea and coffee and his reason for not eating is he is trying to take off some weight he 

looks very well and was able to move around the centre 

Lots of active cleaning on both days on all landings ,the eating area was well kept and 

good attention paid to tables 

No IMB OR GENERAL COMPLAINS FORMS ON DISPLAY 

BECK WING OApplication 2ACDTs 

Detainees appeared some what lost as to what is going on some told me they were 

showed around the centre but when questioned said they saw no video , the were 

given phones that do not work and had no way of reaching family, I heard a officer 

instructing a detainee who family wanted to send him in some money to tell his 

family to send in a blank cheque with out his name and it would get in his account 

just a note saying this is for MR?? 

CLYDE WING 0 Application 1ACDTs 

Walking in to this wing I came face to face a pile of dirty sheets under the table by the 
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door entrance it was not only unsightly but also hazards ,the wing in general was very 
unkempt and this was so on each landing 

DOVE WING OApplication ACDTs 2 

General appearance of the wing was good on both visits ,I met two detainees who i -, 
will mention by name L _ D807 in B/H/3mths 26days andi D1606 

-, 
D1606 :B/H/2mths 13days these are two of the few detainees I have spoken to who 

have never heard of the IMB or have seen a form in order to lodge a complain 

EDEN WING OApplication ACDTs1 

This wing was fairly quit with only one detainee on constant watch ,on Monday he 
was not responding to my questions e.g. (how are you to-day) but on Friday he was 
very talkative saying he wants to go home to his family in Egypt 

C S U One detainee at the time of my visit I though he was too distress to try 
speaking to him but I observed there was some food in his room 

CULTURE KITCHEN Is up and running again I saw some good tasty meals 
being prepared 
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